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The Transbay Creative Music Calendar is a volun-
teer-produced free monthly journal for non-commercial
creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area. 
In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming
events, we publish articles and reviews about local
music and the people who create it. We talk about a
wide range of modern music, including: experimental,
improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art. Each month, 1000
copies of the Transbay are mailed to individuals and
hand-delivered to over 45 performance venues and 
public locations throughout the Bay Area. Pick one up 
at the next show you attend!

Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive and
growing. Please send checks [payable to “Transbay
Music Calendar”] to: Transbay Accounting, 545 Valle
Vista #4, Oakland, CA 94610.

Please visit our web site or contact us directly for more
information about getting your FREE subscription, 
submitting content, listing an event, advertising, viewing
archives, or volunteering.

Any imperfections in this issue are on purpose. td

August 2003

sponsored in part by AMOEBA
Music

2455 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley
1855 Haight Street, San Francisco

Submission deadline for the September 2003 issue is
August 15, not a day later

Please submit Quick Calendar events to 
transbaycalendar.org
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“If love be the
food of music...”
Ryk Groetchen

A person takes some potatoes, a couple
of leeks, milk, some spices, puts them
together over a stove, cooks them with loving
attention, creates something called soup. It is
eaten. It is nourishing. It feeds the body. We
call the person who made it a cook. Another
person takes a head of broccoli, attaches it
to a side of beef with long strands of cooked
pasta, balances some ice cream atop and
wonders at the wonderful shapes made as it
melts down the broccoli and beef and pasta,
sprinkles a mixture of cayenne and dry mus-
tard for color, adds some peppercorns,
cloves, and candy sprinkles. It is called
sculpture. It would be difficult to digest with
the body, but the mind enjoys wrapping itself
around it. We call the person an artist, a
sculptor, but maybe not a cook. There are
musical materials, just as there are edible
materials. I have been grappling with this
analogy of the cook and the artist for some
time in relation to how I use musical materi-
als. Is what I’m making nourishing to the
body, as the songs my mother sang me to
sleep with have nourished and sustained my
practice and direction, or as a good dance
band encourages me to exercise? Or is what
I’m making meant to be understood on a
more mental level, to satisfy my curiosity and
to assert my individuality, my independence
and self-reliance, or to make a socio-cultural
statement? This idea of nourishment, and the
necessity of vital, nourishing musical culture
has been at the center of my attention lately,
and to continue the analogy of the cook and
the artist: The person who makes soup might
have some success with a restaurant, pro-
viding a venue for people to receive nour-
ishment from edible materials in an environ-
ment they can understand. The person who
makes sculpture from edible materials might
have difficulty sustaining a restaurant, and
billing himself as a cook, but might be more
successful calling himself an artist and shar-
ing his/her work in a gallery. Perhaps this
applies to the area of ‘new’- or ‘creative’- or
‘experimental’- or ‘non-idiomatic’-music.
Making art with musical materials is won-
derful, and may be nourishing in its own
way, but perhaps the venue for it is not the
concert hall, and perhaps the artist would

benefit from lan-
guage and market-
ing practices that
made distinctions:
like a meal and a
gallery opening,
like a concert and a
performance piece,
like a cook and a
sculptor. Maybe this
explains some of
the difficulty in sus-
taining a market for
‘new’ or ‘creative’
music. I work in a
family music pro-
gram–parents with
children from new-
borns to about
five. When a family comes in distraught
because they don’t know how to comfort
their crying child, and then, after a few
weeks in the program, rejoices because they
have learned how to connect with and calm
their child with a lullaby or a play song, it’s
pretty easy to see what’s nourishing about
music, or at least one basic aspect of the
musical experience. While I’m not interested
in being an arbiter of what is/isn’t music, for
my own process it has been important to
stay in touch with this ‘lullaby response,’ the
aspect of musicality that is shared between a
caregiver and a child—that is, in some part,
reliant on repetition, consistent pitch rela-
tionships, recognizable patterns. Like lan-
guage, I think this part of music is funda-
mental to the human experience. These pat-
terns, of course, are not fixed: every child of
one-and-a-half can tell when I do the ‘Two
Little Blackbirds’ song a little differently,
when I leave a part out, or when I don’t
make the blackbirds do exactly what was
expected—they ‘get the joke.’ But they get
the joke because they are familiar with the
statement that it is based on. When I go to
my local taqueria, I do not feel let down by
the fact that they make my burrito in a very
similar fashion each time I go there. I go
there for nourishment. Consistent patterns in
their use of materials are comforting to me.
In the same way, there are certain musical
experiences—performers, albums, venues—
that I find myself returning to over and over
again when I am seeking musical nourish-
ment, certain songs I sing to myself when I
need a musical moment. This by no means
keeps me from appreciating a good food

fight. I think that we have, in our [counter]cul-
ture, a prejudice against hierarchical/cate-
gorical thinking. We like to live without
boundaries, to think that everything is equal,
and to not make distinctions between this
and that. I think this keeps us from seeing the
uniqueness and inherent value of each thing.
When an artist who uses musical materials
complains that the marketplace is inundated
with ‘formulaic,’’predictable,’ ‘corporate’
music, and that this makes people not
appreciate what other musical artists are
doing, I think they are doing themselves and
other artists a disservice. It’s like creating a
pitched battle between a performance artist
and a cook—between Karen Finley and the
Frugal Gourmet. I can partake of and enjoy
what The Frugal Gourmet does with yams in
a certain way that may meet (and may also
challenge) my expectations. I can also par-
take of and enjoy what Karen Finley does
with yams, but I might want to make dinner
plans independent of my attendance of her
performance. Luckily, they are not competing
for the same social or cultural territory. Each
has his/her place. I engage in both types of
‘artistic’ activity, and have no difficulty sepa-
rating them in my consciousness. I think it
would better serve certain creative artists,
and their intended community, if they made
a distinction between what a musician does
and what they themselves do, not just in a
stylistic sense, but really making a departure
into a different category—not a different cat-
egory of music, but a category other than
music. I think it would help many of these
artists to feel less bitter if they didn’t see

continued on page 2
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Food Music        continued from page 1

the 3rd annual

Transbay
Skronkathon
BBQ

@ JazzHouse  3192 Adeline - Berkeley

http://sfsound.org/acme.html
acme@sfsound.org  510.649.8744

[ donations for the artists accepted ]

a Series of
Contemporary 

Music

FREE ADMISSION

1 Block from Ashby BART Station

Arielle | Aurora | Myles Boisen | Jon Brumit
Dan Cantrell | Matt Davignon

Michael de la Cuesta | Tom Djll | Tim Duff
Ernesto Diaz-Infante | Lisle Ellis
Marco Eneidi | Tanja Feichtmair

John Finkbiener | Philip Gelb | Vicky Grossi
Morgan Guberman | Brian H | Ron Heglin

Cactus Daniel Hintz | Adam Hurst
David Hurtt | Matt Ingalls | Daron Key

Jacob Lindsay | Scott Looney
Gabriella Marks | Bob Marsh

David Michalak | Nova | Tom Nunn
Tim Perkis | Rent Romus

John Shiurba | David Slusser
Damon Smith | Mark Sottilaro
Moe! Staiano | Daniel St. Andre

Randy Sutherland | Ron Thompson
Marshall Trammell | Peter Valsamis

VO [Lori Bravo] | Andrew Voigt | Matt Volla
Wataru | Hanuman Zhang | & others!

the

Sunday Aug 10 Noon-11p

0crossing | 5x5 | Che Guevara Memorial
Marching (& Stationary) Accordion Band
Feetlebaum | Interminacy | Jon, woj! Jon,

wajon!, ehweh, and Matt, twem! Att
Nauplii | Reel Change | Recant | Raped

Sacrificefly | Sound on Survival
Stereo Muthat Fucuz

Thrust Reverser
Triple D

see web page for �
complete schedule�

and performance details!

We are dragging out the grill 
once again for our annual 
summer survey of the bay 
area "transbay" creative 
music  scene!  Bring some 
food/beverages for yourself 
and/or others, and check out 
some skronky and sublime 
performances by old stalwarts 
as well as some new faces.  

This event also marks the 
beginning of ACME's 4th year 
and 90th concert. Please join 
us for this double-celebration!

ACME 
  Observatory

Food + Music =
Skronkathon 3
djll

Prepare to get eatin’ some live
sounds at the 3rd Annual Big Ol’
Transbay Skronkathon BBQ. And
there’s ribs, too. (Lick your fingers
before you stick ‘em in your ears!)

The Skronkathon BBQ is a sort of
one-day Chataqua/weenie roast cel-
ebrating the diversity and damn-the-
torpedoes pluck of the Bay Area’s
transgenred music scene, presented
in a friendly, informal, finger-lickin’
setting. Check the lineup in the adja-
cent column to get an idea of the
breadth and depth and spiciness of
this year’s lineup. It reads like a 60-
course tasting menu. But, wait!
There’s more! Yes, best of all, it’s a

FREE
SHOW
Need we say more? Thought not.

themselves in competition, but found the
value of their own work in another arena. It
might also allow them to be musical at times
when they might otherwise think of them-
selves as being ‘derivative.’ There are mate-
rials, there are products that we create with
these materials, ways that we feed ourselves
with these products. Dinner and sculpture.
Music and performance art. If we put our
materials together in a certain way, we have
‘creative cuisine’ or ‘creative music,’ and we
can probably find some folks to participate,
clap, be nourished. But if we decide that we
are never going to put two ingredients, two
intervals together in a way that has been
done before, then we have a manifesto, and
one might have to resort to arms and brain-
washing to find a dinner guest… or an audi-
ence. Drunk with analogy and generaliza-
tion, I prepare to be eaten alive. 

windrag@earthlink.net

“I said to him, ‘The only place where
you can get ribs this time of night—Roland—
is in the bible.’” —Captain Beefheart



Fri 7/25 8:00 PM $10 The 1923 Tea House
[1923 Ashby Avenue, Berkeley CA 94703 ]

tanja fiechtmair(at)-alto saxophone, bass clarinet/Damon
Smith-double bass/carl ludwig hübsch (köln)-tuba

Fri 7/25 8:00 PM SomArts [934 Brannan San
Francisco]

San Francisco Electronic Music Festival : O.blaat;
bran(...)pos; Disc (J. Lesser & Kid 606); Kitundu

Fri 7/25 8:00 PM The Jazz House [3192 Adeline
Street at Martin Luther King Street Berkeley CA]

Eddie Gale

Sat 7/26 2:00 PM Free Down Home Music
[10341 San Pablo Avenue El Cerrito]

United Brass Workers Front with Darren Johnston

Sat 7/26 7:00 PM $6 21 Grand [449B 23rd St.
Near 19th Street BART Oakland CA]

THE 2nd ANNUAL OAKLAND NOISE FEST! An evening of
the harshest sounds imaginable

Sat 7/26 8:00 PM The Jazz House [3192 Adeline
Street at Martin Luther King Street Berkeley CA]

Eddie Gale

Sat 7/26 8:00 PM SomArts [934 Brannan San
Francisco]

San Francisco Electronic Music Festival : Elise Kermani;
Sean Rooney; SPL (Slusser, Patterson, Looney); Stephen Vitiello

Sun 7/27 7:00 PM SomArts [934 Brannan San
Francisco]

San Francisco Electronic Music Festival : Works by: Joseph
Anderson, Thom Blum, Cliff Caruthers, Ma++ Ingalls, Kent Jolly,
Christian Marclay, Iannis Xenakis, Aaron Ximm/Quiet American,
and Karlheinz Stockhausen

Wed 7/30 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B 23rd
St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland CA]

jesse canterbury -clarinet /brad hawkins -.violoncello duo, 
seattle + tanja feichtmair (at) - alto saxophone, bass clarinet solo + 
feichtmair/smith/robair trio

Thu 7/31 8:00 PM $6-$10 --- $5 with boom box
Luggage Store Gallery [1007 Market St. @ 6th St. San
Francisco, California,]

SUITCASE ENSEMBLE & THE NEW BOBBY BOOM BOX
SHOWSun 8/3 8:00 PM $5-15 sliding scale 

CNMAT [1750 Arch Street Berkeley]
Music of Kenneth Gaburo: Experimental Text[Music]Theater

Tue 8/5 8:00 PM $20 Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero
West Oakland CA]

Pharoah Sanders Quartet - Tuesday, August 5 - Sunday, August 10
Transbay Creative Music Calendar • August 2003 • 3

August Quick Calendar
Wed 8/6 8:00 PM $26 Dinkelspiel Auditorium

[Braun Music Center, Stanford University Palo Alto]
Stanford jazz Festival: Geri Allen Ensemble

Wed 8/6 10:00 PM $10 Hemlock Tavern [SF]
William Hooker (NYC), with Henry Kaiser - guitar, Marco

Eneidi - saxophone, and Damon Smith - bass

Thu 8/7 8:00 PM Sliding Scale 21 Grand [449B
23rd St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland]

Sight and Sound Series: The Must-See-Must-Hear-Keep-Pants-
On Pornorchestra

Thu 8/7 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery
[1007 Market St. @ 6th St. San Francisco, California]

4 perspectives on the alto saxophone w/tanja feichmair,
marco eneidi, john ingle & colin stetson + Damon Smith

Fri 8/8 8:00 PM $20 Yoshi's [510 Embarcadero
West Oakland CA]

Pharoah Sanders Quartet - Tuesday, August 5 - Sunday,
August 10

Sun 8/10 12:00 PM FREE ACME Observatory at
The Jazz House [3192 Adeline @ Ashby BART Berkeley]

!!!!!!!THE 3rd ANNUAL TRANSBAY SKRONKATHON
BBQ!!!!!!!

Thu 8/14 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery
[1007 Market St. @ 6th St. San Francisco, California]

TOKYO NAMMY: Nami Sagara-voice Shoko Hikage-koto,
Gen-trumpet & BRASSIOSAURUS

Sun 8/17 7:30 PM $10/8/5 SIMM
Series/Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall 116 9th
St @ Mission SF]

Annelise Zamula Group, String Trio

Mon 8/18 7:00 PM 21 Grand [449B 23rd St.
Near 19th Street BART Oakland CA]

Eddie Gale Jam Session

Thu 8/21 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery
[1007 Market St. @ 6th St. San Francisco, California]

Reverend SCREAMING Fingers & Abandoned Children with
Brian Honeycutt

Thu 8/28 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery
[1007 Market St. @ 6th St. San Francisco]

Albert Ortega 

Sun 8/31 7:30 PM $10/8/5 SIMM
Series/Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall 116 9th
St @ Mission SF]

Scott Looney Trio, from Portland - HTOO with Bryan Eubanks
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Edgetone New Music
Summit
Improvising Pianists Night,
July 18, Community Music
Center, San Francisco

djll
Gust Burns solo: Seattle boy Gust

Burns has an unassuming, quietly intense
manner which translates to a keyboard style
like greased lightning (for lack of a better
metaphor here at 12:12 on the night before
the Transbay goes to print). On this night,
with a sexy, responsive instrument spread
out before him, he used the
majority of his set to skip
through an aphoristic
piano suite whose score is
literally aphorisms—a
series of cards, each hav-
ing curt, cryptic instruc-
tions on them that only the
composer seems to under-
stand. Doesn’t matter. He
got his points across beau-
tifully. Much of his playing
painted atonal pointillistic
textures, as a sort of base
of operations, but he ranged far and wide
from that familiar place (familiar to improv
piano hounds, anyway). In the rhythms,
phrases and dynamics, clearly a relation
could be drawn to Schoenberg’s Opus 19
and 23. And yet, and yet…it was almost
modal at times, more reminiscent of that Bela
guy from Hungary. Burns’ melodic devices,
lightly touching on modes and non-Western
scales, tended to enforce this association.
Not much interested in chords or harmony,
he instead favors a highly developed, tem-
porally localized congruency of phrasing
(i.e., subtly shifting repetitions of like-struc-
tured phrases) which morphed over longer
time-spans in subterranean streams (‘cause
mostly one’s paying attention to that quick-
silver technique). Much of the playing was
dense—lots of notes, but tossed light as a
soufflé. And, to dredge up another touch-
stone of modern piano, the overall arc of the
suite tended to betray Henry Cowell’s influ-
ence; that is, each little piece was self-con-
tained, told a complete story that didn’t obvi-
ously converse with any of the others (but I
suppose one could trace this etudious con-
ceit at least as far back as Chopin). When
Burns did play chords, as in his seventh suite
movement, French Impressionism wafted out
of the big black box (Koechlin’s Heures
Persanes, for instance). There was humor,
too, as in the creaky strider-web that hob-
bled along in number five. Finally, to throw
another name in the pot, the set-closer had
Burns, free of the constraints of the suite,
ruminating all over the keyboard in sheets of
temporal morphing ala Erroll Garner. But
with some Pomo perversity—I like it!

And Now For Something
Completely Different: Matthew
Goodheart. He started his set by putting up
a music stand as a podium, away from the
piano, and setting a metronome on the
piano, facing the audience, and some vari-

ous gongs and junk off to his left. Then he
took the podium and began talking. After
one minute, I thought, Oh, jeez, he’s lost the
momentum of the concert, he’s talking too
much. Ten minutes later and NO end in sight
for the speechifying, I was grinning at all the
discomfort creeping around the room, mine
own included. It was something about “A
series of epic titles,” which were longer than
their chapters, and a talking alphabet taking
on the (invisible) auteur’s persona(s), Homer,
Virgil, Dante, Vyasa, Eve, the creation of the
Himalayas and the attendant “sucking of all
the moisture out of Africa” (who woulda
thunk it?) which forced pre-human primates

out of the trees, trees which are
tortured into becoming pianos,
pianos which a crazy French con-
cert pianist proposes to blow up in
an expression of solidarity with the
proletariat… If anything, Good-
heart proved the missing link
between Professor Irwin Corey,
“The world’s greatest authority,”
and Greg Goodman (possibly the
world’s greatest authority on how
to terrorize stuck-up Euro festival
promoters). With some James
Joyce sprinkled in the pot, and a
dash of Woody Allen too (thanks

to Garth Powell for that last observation).
There’s only one piano player in that set of
associations, but
Goodheart’s loqua-
cious enough, on or
off the keyboard, to
make up for any sur-
feit of raw material.
Towards the end of
Part One, he sat down
and hammered out
about two dozen high-
pitched, angry chords.
Then it was back to
the podium for Part
Two, where Mr. Joyce
interrogated Rhetoric’s
Greatest Hits. At the piano, a duet with
metronome ensued, in two flavors: one,
quarter note equals forty plus more hiccup-y
meanderings—amusingly stopping whenev-
er the errant pendulum came to ground, and
gently but firmly re-setting it in motion; and,
two, mm. 212 plus more of those shock
chords, splashed out all over heck. Part
Three: Sonnet. The closing line, “What claim
that liberation sets us free?” seemed to ably
set up a free-range ramble over the stings
with gadgets: a wobbling gong, plicks and
plucks, Cowell-ish harmonic dampings and
a flurry of fingernails to finish it up. Gosh,
that was, like, totally musical! The final two
movements consisted of, first, a harmonic
hammering on a bass note (no spoken intro,
mercifully), followed by a call from the podi-
um to Kill All Pianos. Both the discourse and
the playing seemed to be composed of
strung-together self-referring tangents of per-
versity, which is fine with me. If Goodheart
had a greater purpose than putting one over
on the audience and supplying a break from
ivory-tickling, it was lost on me. But I had a
good time, used my brain and got some
good psychic exercise, checking myself from

time to time to make sure my discomfort-at-
violation-of-concert-protocol-meter didn’t bust
out buzzing. I thought I might have heard
someone else’s going off...

Scott Looney, impresario for the
evening, began his set with hands jumping
on and off the keyboard, taking the pointil-
lism directly to the strings here and there with
beautifully spaced harmonic dampings that
showed a sophisticated sense for
Klangfarbenmelodie. His touch is heavier
than Burns’ but not as forceful as
Goodheart’s, but when he reverts to some
jazz chords, things lighten up considerably.
In his second piece, there was an effective
interplay between stuff-on-strings and
Looney’s fast fingerations, setting up capti-
vating polyrhythms and more Klangfarben
etc. By this point in the evening, ladling on
more of that atonal pointillism seemed like
chocolate sauce on top of chocolate sauce,
so it was a big lift when percussionist Tim
DuRouche joined Looney on stage. I hadn’t
seen this dude before, but he’s a phenome-
non. He claims to not have a lot of training,
but his stick technique is so tight and fluid at
the same instant, it’s not hard to hear Herr
Lovens in there. A natural, in other words,
and a heck of a listener, too. On nothing
much more than a snare, high-hat, ride and
assorted metal—and a gerry-rigged bass

drum made out of his heel on the
floor—DuRouche provided all one
could want in percussive color and
dynamics. Looney was right there with
him—their interplay was at the highest
levels, with each finishing the other’s
phrases nonchalantly before setting off
on an entirely new course in the flick of
a stick. Out of the gate the music was
nervous and flighty, but it settled in to
a nice non-groove groove. Looney set
a machine whirring on metal and set
that on the middle strings and played
some Dominic Frontiere chords. They
wheeled and spun to a big, bang-up

ending that wasn’t the end, there was more,
and then the real ending, but, no, Looney
provided a wind-down encore by himself,
and then it was
all over. And
there was one
worked -ove r
Steinway, still
standing with
its 88 in
order…if not
its dignity.

AND YET
A N O T H E R
TA G - E N D -
ING

F o r g i v e
me, a prelude: The night before, at the
Luggage Store, Looney was behind his lap-
top, processing the soprano sax sounds of
Aaron Bennett. The two of them have been
thus Recursive Heretics for the last four years
or so. They played some admirably-strutured
improvisations which proved again, if proof
were needed, that musicians who regularly
play together, have something to say together.


